A general technique to analyze the classical interaction between ideal topological insulators, and electromagnetic sources and fields, has been previously elaborated. Nevertheless it is not immediately applicable in the laboratory as it fails to describe real ponderable media. In this work we provide a description of real topologically insulating materials taking into account their dielectric and magnetic properties. For inhomogeneous permittivity and permeability, the problem of finding the Green's function must be solved in an ad hoc manner. Nevertheless, the physically feasible cases of piecewise constant ε, µ and θ make the problem tractable, where θ encodes the topological magnetoelectric polarizability properties of the medium. To this end we employ the Green's function method to find the fields resulting form the interaction between these materials and electromagnetic sources. Furthermore we exploit the fact that in the cases here studied, the full Green's function can be successfully found if the Green's function of the corresponding ponderable media with θ = 0 is known. Our results, satisfactorily reproduce previously existing ones and also generalize some others. The method here elaborated can be exploited to determine the electromagnetic fields for more general configurations aiming to measure the interaction between real 3D topological insulators and electromagnetic fields.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most states of quantum matter are described by the symmetries they break [1] . However, topological states of quantum matter evade traditional symmetry-breaking classification schemes. Instead they are described in the lowenergy limit by topological field theories (TFT) [2, 3] . Recently, topological insulators (TIs) have attracted great attention in condensed matter physics [4] [5] [6] . These materials, among other unique electronic properties, display nontrivial topological order and are characterized by a fully insulating bulk and gapless edge or surface states, which are protected by time-reversal symmetry.
In addition to their interesting electronic properties, TIs also exhibit interesting properties in terms of their interaction with electromagnetic sources and fields, in contrast to ordinary insulators or conductors. Most of these properties are a consequence of the topological magnetoelectric effect (TME), which consists in the transmutation of the electric and magnetic induction fields, even in the case of static and stationary sources. The electromagnetic response of a conventional insulator is governed by Maxwell's equations derived from the ordinary electromagnetic Lagrangian L 0 = (1/8π)[εE 2 − (1/µ)B 2 ]. Three-dimensional TIs are well described by adding a term of the form L θ = (α/4π
2 )θE · B, where α is the fine-structure constant and θ is the topological magnetoelectric polarizability (TMEP) [7, 8] .
Specific TMEs that would result from this (3 + 1)-dimensional TFT have been predicted and they include: induced mirror magnetic monopole-like fields due to electric charges close to the surface of a TI (and vice versa) [9, 10] , a nontrivial Faraday rotation of the polarizations of electromagnetic waves propagating through a TIs surface [11] [12] [13] and a tunable Casimir repulsion between three-dimensional TIs [14, 15] . However, none of these effects has yet been observed experimentally. A possible explanation for this is that in 3 + 1 dimensions the θ term and the Maxwell term are equally important at low energies. Another possible explanation is that so far most experimental setups devised to measure these effects do not necessarily favor an eventual θ signal as fairly simple configurations have been considered.
To this end, in Refs. [16, 17] we initiated a method to calculate the electromagnetic response of planar, spherical and cylindrical ideal TIs under electromagnetic fields by means of Green's functions (GF). In those works, previously existing results have been recovered by generalizing the methods employed in the literature. That generalized description, however, was lacking a more thorough and realistic assessment of TIs since we analyzed the idealized situation in which TIs had neither dielectric nor permeable properties. From a practical point of view, the aforementioned results are instructive but not directly applicable. Therefore the corresponding description of topologically insulating ponderable media is needed. In this work we aim to fill in this gap. Following Refs. [16, 17] we extend the GF method to study the TME of time-reversal (TR) invariant TIs including its dielectric and permeable properties, for planar and spherical geometries.
The work is structured as follows. In section II we briefly review the basics of the electromagnetic response of 3-dimensional TR invariant TIs. Section III A is devoted to derive the GF for a planar TI occupying the semi-infinite region z < 0 in contact with the vacuum, following closely the Ref. [18] . This allows us to deal not only with a piecewise constant TME polarizability as we did in Refs. [16] but also with piecewise constant electric polarizability and magnetic permeability. The corresponding differential equations for the reduced GF fall into three groups. We solve the first group to illustrate the procedure, and the solutions for the remaining groups are left for appendix A. We will also derive the GF in coordinate representation. In section III B a similar calculation is done for the case of a spherical topological insulator. Section IV is dedicated to different applications, the problems of a pointlike electric charge, an infinitely straight current-carrying wire and an infinitely straight uniformly charged wire all three configurations in front of an infinitely planar TI. As a fourth application we then solve the pointlike charge in front of a spherical TI. Finally, in section V we emphasize the contribution of this work in regards its applicability in real situations and elaborate on some general features of the method and its results. We also discuss the physical interpretation of the GF in terms of the image electric and magnetic charge and current densities. Throughout the paper, Lorentz-Heaviside units are assumed ( = c = 1), the metric signature will be taken as (+, −, −, −) and the convention 0123 = +1 is adopted.
II. ELECTROMAGNETIC RESPONSE OF 3D TOPOLOGICAL INSULATORS
The electromagnetic response of a conventional insulator is characterized by the dielectric permittivity ε and the magnetic permeability µ. An electric field induces an electric polarization, whereas a magnetic field induces a magnetic polarization. As both the electric field E = −∇φ − ∂A ∂t and the magnetic induction B = ∇ × A are well defined inside the insulator, the linear response of a conventional insulator in the presence of external electric charge ρ and current J densities is determined by the usual action [18] from which the field equations and constitutive relations are derived. To describe the interaction between a 3D topologically insulating ponderable media with electromagnetic sources and fields, the latter must be supplemented by the magneto-electric contribution [7, 8] . Thus the action under consideration in this paper is
where α = e 2 / c is the fine structure constant and θ is the TMEP. Under periodic boundary conditions, the partition function and all physical quantities are invariant under shifts of θ by any multiple of 2π. Since E · B is odd under TR, there are only two values of θ which give a TR symmetric theory, namely, θ = 0 and θ = π (mod 2π) [19] . One can therefore conclude that there are two different classes of TR invariant TIs in 3D, the topologically trivial class with θ = 0 and the topologically nontrivial class with θ = π. In this work we will consider the nontrivial case only.
The Maxwell's equations including the topological term are the usual ones
with, however, modified constitutive relations, since θ is understood as an effective parameter much as ε and µ:
Assuming that the time derivatives of the fields are finite in the vicinity of the surface Σ of a nontrivial 3D TI in contact with a trivial insulator (or vacuum), the Maxwell's equations imply boundary conditions, which, for vanishing external sources on Σ, read
These are derived by integrating the field equations over a pill-shaped region across Σ, withθ = αθ/π. The notation
, where n is the unit normal to Σ and the surfaces Σ + , Σ − are all defined in Fig. 1 .
Geometry of semi-infinite time-reversal symmetric topological insulator (θ = 0) in contact with the vacuum (θ = 0).
The continuity conditions Eqs. (6) imply that the right hand sides of Eqs. (5) are well defined and they represent selfinduced surface charge and current densities, respectively. An immediate consequence of these boundary conditions is the transmutations of the electric and magnetic induction fields, which characterizes the TME of TR invariant 3D TIs.
III. GREEN'S FUNCTION METHOD
In this section we adapt the Green's function method initiated in Refs. [16] to study the TME of TR invariant 3D TIs endowed with dielectric and permeable properties. Knowledge of the GF allows one to compute the electromagnetic fields for an arbitrary distribution of sources, as well as to solve problems with given Dirichlet, Neumann or Robin boundary conditions on arbitrary surfaces. The advantages of the GF method are apparent in the case of ordinary electrodynamics of continuous media and so is the case for the electromagnetics of TIs. For example, in Refs. [16] some potential benefits from the experimental standpoint have been mentioned. Also, in Ref. [17] , conceptual and computational virtues of the method were analyzed in the context of the Casimir attraction between a TI and a conducting plate. For the method to be applicable in a real experimental situation, though, the dielectric and permeable properties of the TIs must be taken into account. This implies a generalization of the method elaborated in Refs. [16] . The subtleties arise as one needs to find the GF for a position dependent ε(r) and µ(r), which we will take as piecewise constant functions, in analogy with the TMEP θ. This will be one of the main results of this work.
Since the homogeneous Maxwell's equations that relate the potentials to the fields are not modified in the presence of the θ term, the electrostatic and magnetostatic fields can be written in terms of the electromagnetic 4-potential A µ = (φ, A) according to E = −∇φ and B = ∇ × A, as usual. In the Coulomb gauge ∇ · A = 0, the electromagnetic potentials satisfy the coupled equations of motion
whereμ(r) = 1/µ(r). If the TMEP is homogeneous, θ(r) = θ, the equations of motion for the scalar φ and vector A potentials decouple (since ∇θ(r) = 0), and one finds that the propagation of the electromagnetic fields is the same as in a conventional insulator. As a consequence, electromagnetic waves propagating within a 3D TI retain their usual properties: dispersion is linear, the phase and group velocities are proportional to the refractive index, the fields are transverse and orthogonal polarizations do not mix [12] . Therefore, the effects of the θ term can be measured only when the TMEP varies in space.
. We now must solve the reduced GF equation for the various components along the same lines introduced in Refs. [16, 17] . We observe that the corresponding equations for the reduced GF fall into three groups. The first is defined by σ = 0, the second by σ = i, with i = 1, 2, and the third with σ = 3 in Eq. (15) . The four equations of the first group (the solution for the remaining groups is left for appendix A) read:
where i, j = 1, 2. Note that we take g 3 0 = 0, as suggested by the solution of the third group (σ = 3) of equations together with the symmetry property
Certainly the case of inhomogeneous ponderable media is interesting in its own [20] . These inhomogeneities are given by the form of the functions ε(z) and µ(z). For example, inhomogeneous permittivities with different profiles have been employed for the study of Casimir physics in Refs. [21] . In the context of TIs, to the best of our knowledge, mostly homogeneous permittivities are considered. It is noteworthy that in Ref. [22] a relevant aspect of inhomogeneous permittivities has been mentioned. We will restrict to inhomogeneities in the permittivity, the permeability and θ only, as other kinds of inhomogeneities e.g., in temperature, composition, etc, might lead to additional, albeit small, effects that are beyond the scope of this work. Among them is the fact that D may not vanish when E does [23] . Dispersive effects will also be omitted from the discussion as only the spatial variation is relevant here. For an arbitrary dependence on z of the permittivity and permeability the solutions to the free reduced GFs of Eqs. (16) and (17) are given in terms of the expected integral equations, which are of no use to write down here. Regardless of the specific spatial dependence of ε(z) and µ(z), one of the important lessons from Refs. [16] is that since the equation for the reduced GF is linear in θ and it enters as ∂ z θ(z) = −θδ(z), then the free reduced GF can be used to integrate the complete GF equation, where by free reduced GF we understand the Green's function corresponding to the operators O (ε) and O (μ) in Eqs. (16) and (17) respectively, i.e. to the case θ = 0. In other words, if the free reduced Green's functions are given then we can solve for the complete GF of the problem following the same techniques elaborated in Refs. [16] . This is precisely the approach that we will use.
To solve Eqs. (16) and (17) we employ a similar method to that used for obtaining the GF for the one-dimensional δ-function potential in quantum mechanics, where the free GF is used for integrating the GF equation with the δ-interaction. To proceed, we use the free reduced GF g (f ) (z, z ), associated with the operator
The corresponding free reduced GFs of Eqs. (16) and (17) are known [18] .
where p = |p| and g(z, z ) = 1 2p e −p|z−z | is the reduced GF in free space (θ = 0 and ε = µ = 1) satisfying the standard boundary conditions at infinity. This guarantees Eqs. (20) satisfy the corresponding boundary conditions at the vacuum-medium interface.
As mentioned above, we may now exploit the fact that Eqs. (16) and (17) can be directly integrated by using the reduced GF for dielectric and magnetic materials given in Eqs. (20) together with the properties of the Dirac delta function, thus reducing the problem to a set of coupled algebraic equations
To solve for the various components we set z = 0 in Eq. (22) and then substitute into Eq. (21), yielding
where we have used the result p 2 = 0i 3 j 0jk3 p k p i . Solving for g 0 0 (0, z ) by setting z = 0 in Eq. (23) and inserting the result back into that equation, we obtain
The remaining components can be obtained by substituting g
Our results of Eqs. (24) and (25) can be written in terms of the reduced GF in free space g(z, z ) as follows:
Using the same procedure one can further solve for the groups defined by σ = j (with j = 1, 2) and σ = 3 in Eq. (15) . The detailed calculations are presented in appendix A. The solution is
together with symmetry property g
The reciprocity between the position of the unit charge and the position at which the GF is evaluated, Eq. (18), is one of its most remarkable properties. From Eq. (14) this conditions demands
which we verify directly from Eqs. (26)- (29). The symmetry
is a consequence of the reality of the Green's function in Eq. (14) .
The various components of the static GF matrix in coordinate representation are obtained by computing the Fourier transform defined in Eq. (14), with the reduced GF given by Eqs. (26)- (29). The required integrals can be evaluated in a simple fashion. The details are presented in Refs. [16] . Here we remind the reader of the most important results,
where Z = |z| + |z |, R = (x − x , y − y ) and R = |R|. The static GF in coordinate representation can be written in terms of the previous integrals as
We observe that Eqs. (34)-(37) contain all the required elements of the GF matrix, according to the choices of z and z in the function Z. From the experimental point of view, it is interesting the case in which the sources are in vacuum (z > 0); however, our solutions also describe sources embedded in the TI (z < 0). Finally, we can further check the consistency of our results with the previously reported results. Firstly, in the limiting case ε = 1 and µ = 1 these results reduce correctly to the ones reported in Refs. [16] for a planar θ boundary; and secondly, if we take θ = 0 the GF becomes the one reported by Schwinger et al. in Ref. [18] for a semi-infinite dielectric media. Previously we mentioned the symmetry G µν (x, x ) = G νµ (x , x). The particular solutions in Eqs. (34) through (37), although not manifestly symmetric, can easily be verified to satisfy this symmetry.
B. Spherical topological insulator
Now let us consider the case of a nonmagnetic spherical topological insulator. In this section, following the same procedure as in the planar situation, we discuss the spherical case, in which the values of θ and ε have a discontinuity across the surface r = a. In the adapted spherical coordinates (r, ϑ, ϕ), it proves to be convenient to introduce explicitly the angular momentum operatorL = 1 i x × ∇. In fact, the GF equation can be written as
where the differential operator is given by Eq. (B2). Since the square of momentum angular operator commutes with this operator, its solution has the form
with the reduced GF g µ lmm ,ν (r, r ) satisfying the equation
|lm . This equation can be integrated in the same way as for the planar symmetry. The detailed calculation is presented in appendix B. The solution for the various components is
where
Here g
l (r, r ) is the reduced GF in the absence of the θ-term given by Eqs. (B16)-(B19) and g
l (r, r ) is the reduced GF in free space given in Eq. (B15).
The reciprocity symmetry G µν (x, x ) = G νµ (x , x), together with the reality of the GF, G µν (x, x ) = G * µν (x, x ), imply the following conditions upon the reduced GF:
respectively. These results can be combined to give the generalized hermiticity condition
One can further verify that the explicit expressions (41)-(44) satisfy the relation (47).
IV. APPLICATIONS A. Pointlike charge near a planar TI
Let us consider the geometry as shown in Fig. 2 . The left-half space (z < 0) is occupied by a TR invariant TI with dielectric constant ε, magnetic permeability µ and TMEP θ, whereas the right-half space (z > 0) is the vacuum. A pointlike electric charge q is located in vacuum at a distance b > 0 from the TI. We can always choose the coordinates such that x = y = 0, in such a way that the current density is j
Illustration of the images electric charges and magnetic monopoles induced by a pointlike electric charge near to a planar topological insulator.
According to Eq. (13), the solution for this problem is
where r = bê z . We first study the electrostatic potential. From Eq. (34), we obtain the 00-component of the GF,
For z > 0 the GF yields the electric potential A 0 (x) = qG 0 0 (x, r) which can be interpreted as due to two pointlike electric charges, one of strength q at r, and the other, the image charge, of strength
at the point −r. For z < 0 only one pointlike electric charge appears, of strength
located at r. From Eq. (48) we see that two components of the magnetic vector potential are nonzero, A 1 (x) = qG 1 0 (x, r) and A 2 (x) = qG 2 0 (x, r). According to Eq. (35) the corresponding GF components for each region are given by
from which we can compute the magnetic field, B = ∇ × A, to obtain:
Thus, we observe that the magnetic field for z > 0 can be interpreted as that of a magnetic monopole of strength
located at −r. Similarly, for z < 0 the magnetic field can be understood as originated by a monopole of strength g = −g located at r. These interpretations and the apparent contradiction with ∇ · B = 0 will be commented in section V. Our results are in a agreement with the ones reported in Ref. [9] , where the image method was used. Now let us compute the force between the electric charge and the TI by two different methods, using the interaction energy calculated via the GF and the energy-momentum tensor approach. The interaction energy between a chargecurrent distribution and a topological insulator is
where G (x, x ) = 1/|x − x | is the GF in vacuum [16] . The first contribution represents the total energy of a chargecurrent distribution in the presence of the TI, including mutual interactions. We evaluate this energy for the problem of a pointlike electric charge at r = bê z . Making use of Eq. (49), the interaction energy is
Our result implies that the force on the charge exerted by the TI is
noting that it is always attractive. This can be interpreted as the force between the charge q and the image charge q according to Coulomb's law. The field theory point of view provides an alternative derivation by computing the net flux of momentum over a close surface S enclosing the charge. We take S as Σ + (just outside the TI, at z = 0 + ) plus a semi-sphere at infinity, where the electromagnetic fields are zero. In terms of the stress-energy tensor this force is
As discussed in Refs. [16, 17] , the stress tensor has the form as that in standard electrodynamics, but as expected, it is not conserved on the surface of the TI because the self-induced charge and current densities arising there. Thus, the required expression for T zz (Σ + ) in Eq. (61) is the standard one
where E z (B z ) denotes the electric (magnetic) field component normal to the surface and E (B ) is the component of the electric (magnetic) field parallel to the surface. According to our results, the electric and magnetic fields for z > 0 are
B (x) = − 2qθ (ε + 1)(
Thus we find
in agreement with Eq. (60).
B. Infinitely straight current-carrying wire near a planar TI Now let us consider an infinitely straight wire parallel to the x axis and carrying a current I in the +x direction. The wire is located in vacuum at a distance b from an semi-infinite TI with a dielectric constant ε, a magnetic permeability µ and a TMEP θ, as shown in Fig. 3 . Choosing the coordinates such that y = 0, the current density is
Illustration of the images electric and magnetic current-carrying wires induced by an infinitely straight current-carrying wire near a planar topological insulator.
The solution for this problem can be written in terms of the GF as follow 
with R 2 = (x − x ) 2 + y 2 . Substituting Eq. (67) into Eq. (66) yields the electric potential, which lacks an immediate interpretation. We can directly compute the electric field as E(x) = −∇A 0 (x), with the result
We observe that the electric field for z > 0 is equivalent to that due to an infinitely straight wire parallel to the x axis, located inside the TI at z = −b, and carrying a magnetic current
in the −x direction. For z < 0 the field is as if produced by an infinitely straight wire parallel to the x axis, located in vacuum at z = b, and carrying a magnetic current J = J in the +x direction. Seeming violation of Faraday's law will be commented in section V. Similarly, now we compute the magnetic field. The nonzero components of the magnetic vector potential are
1 (x, r)dx , where the corresponding GF components are given by
ê z can be readily computed and interpreted directly in terms of images. In fact
For z > 0 the magnetic field corresponds to the one produced by two infinitely straight wires parallel to the x axis, one carrying an electric current I located in vacuum at z = +b, and the other, the image current, located inside the TI at z = −b, with current
which flows in the −x direction. For z < 0 the magnetic field is produced by an infinitely straight wire parallel to the x axis, located in vacuum at +b, and carrying an electric current
flowing in the +x direction. We observe that in the limiting case in which ε = µ = 1 in the whole space, we recover correctly the electromagnetic fields reported in Refs. [16] for an infinitely straight current-carrying wire near a planar θ boundary. On the other hand, in the limit θ = 0, we obtain that E(x) = 0 (absence of the TME), and the image electric currents reduce to
as expected.
C. Infinitely uniformly charged wire near a planar TI
Now we consider an infinite straight wire which carries the uniform charge per unit length λ. The wire is placed parallel to the x-axis and is located in vacuum at a distance b from the TI, as shown in Fig. 4 . Choosing the coordinates such that y = 0, the current density is j
The solution for this problem is
where r = x ê x + bê z . The scalar potential is
, where the 00-component of the GF is given by
Illustration of the images electric and magnetic charge densities induced by an infinitely uniformly charged wire near a planar topological insulator.
The electric field for z > 0 can be interpreted as the one produced by two infinite straight wires, one with uniform charge per unit length λ at z = +b, and the other, the image charged wire, with uniform charge per unit length
located inside the TI at z = −b. For z < 0 the electric field is as if due to an infinite straight wire which carries the uniform charge per unit length
located at z = +b. Similarly we compute the magnetic field. The nonzero components of the vector potential are
0 (x, r)dx , where the corresponding GF components are given by
In this case the magnetic field is
For z > 0 the magnetic field would correspond to that generated by an infinite straight wire which carries the uniform magnetic charge per unit length
located at z = −b. Similarly, for z < 0 the magnetic field is equivalent to the one produced by an infinite straight wire carrying a uniform magnetic charge per unit length Λ = −Λ , located at z = +b. The controversial interpretation of the latter fields as a consequence of ∇ · B = ρ m is commented in section V.
We observe that in the limiting case in which ε = µ = 1 in the whole space, we recover correctly the electromagnetic fields reported in Refs. [16] for an infinitely uniformly charged wire near a planar θ boundary. On the other hand, in the limit θ = 0, we obtain that B(x) = 0 (absence of the TME), and the image electric charge densities reduce to
D. Pointlike charge near a spherical TI
The problem we shall discuss is that of a pointlike charge in vacuum located at a distance b from the center of a spherical topological medium of radius a, as shown in Fig. 5 . Choosing the line connecting the center of the sphere and the charge as the z-axis, the current density can be written as j
Illustration of the image sources induced by a pointlike electric charge near a spherical TI. In the region r > b a the electric and magnetic fields are due to images electric p and magnetic m dipoles, respectively. Inside the TI (b a > r), the electromagnetic fields can be interpreted as those produced by a uniformly polarized sphere with polarization P, while the magnetic field corresponds to the one produced by a uniformly magnetized sphere with magnetization M.
The solution for this problem is then
where b = bê z . With the use of the corresponding components of the GF matrix, Eqs. (41)- (44), the scalar and vector potentials become
To derive these results we have used the relations Y lm (0, ϕ) = δ m0 2l+1 4π and Y l0 (ϑ, ϕ) = 2l+1 4π P l (cos ϑ). We observe that Eq. (88) immediately yields A z = 0, and the remaining components of the vector potential can be calculated by introducing the combinations A ± = A x ± iA y given by
where the expected symmetry A + = A * − follows from the relation Y * l1 = −Y l−1 . Recalling that
we obtain
in spherical coordinates. Now we analyze the field strengths for the regions (I) r > b > a and (II) b > a > r. Using the appropriate reduced Green's functions, g (1) l (r, r ) and g (ε)
l (r, r ), the scalar potential and the (nonzero component of the) vector potential for the region (I) take the form
respectively. Here
.
The corresponding electric and magnetic fields can be calculated directly from E = −∇φ and B = ∇×A, respectively. The result is
We now ask what is the behavior of these field when the separation between the point charge and the sphere is large compared to the radius of the sphere, b a. Since the l-th term in the sum behaves as (a/b) l+1 , only small values of l contribute. The leading contribution in the summations arises from l = 1 and we obtain
which corresponds to the electric and magnetic fields generated by an electric dipole p and a magnetic dipole m lying at the origin and pointing in the −z direction
respectively. Next we consider the field strengths in the region (II) b > a > r. The scalar potential and ϕ-component of the vector potential become
respectively. The corresponding fields are
When the separation between the point charge and the sphere is large compared to the radius of the sphere, b a, the field strengths in the region r < a become
An interesting feature to note is the form of the field in such region. The electric field behaves as the field produced by a uniformly polarized sphere with polarization P, while the magnetic field resembles the one produced by a uniformly magnetized sphere with magnetization M.
V. DISCUSSION
The low-energy effective field theory which describes the electromagnetic response of topological insulators, independently of microscopic details, consists of the usual Maxwell Lagrangian density supplemented by a term proportional to θE · B, where θ is the topological magnetoelectric polarizability. Many interesting magnetoelectric effects due to this additional coupling have been highlighted. For example, induced magnetic monopoles due to a pointlike electric charge close to the surface of a planar topological insulator, and a nontrivial Faraday rotation when electromagnetic waves propagates trough such materials.
Although most of the attention paid to topological insulators is set on their rich electronic structure of quantum mechanical origin, the analysis of their classical interaction with electromagnetic sources and fields is also relevant. For example, it is likely that in a given experiment a topological insulators is made to interact with a macroscopic charged body. In Refs. [16, 17] we initiated a study along these lines in the idealized case of topological insulators without dielectric and permeable properties. However, to fully account for the electromagnetic response eventual polarizability and magnetization of the topological insulator must be taken into account. In this work we aim to contribute in filling this gap and also to provide concrete applicable methods to find solutions, not presently available in the literature, which could be contrasted with experiments. In particular, for ε, µ and θ that vary by a finite discontinuity at the interface between two media, the GF equation can be successfully integrated to yield the complete Green's function of the problem for some specials geometries, in terms of the GF corresponding to the same configuration but with θ = 0. On the other hand, the general advantages of finding the Green's function to determine the electromagnetic fields for a given setup are apparent and can not be underestimated.
In this paper we have constructed the Green's function for planar and spherical 3D time-reversal symmetric topological insulators endowed with ponderable properties and used it to study the electromagnetic fields produced by different simple sources near its surface. Our main results are reported in Eqs. As a first application, we tackled the problem of a pointlike electric charge near a planar topologically insulating ponderable media, as shown in Fig. 2 . We observe that bringing an electric charge into the proximity of a topological insulator, in addition to the image electric charge an image magnetic monopole will also appear inside the topological insulator. The strengths of the image electric charges receive contributions from the θ parameter that are additional to the usual ones coming from the optical properties of the medium ε and µ. On the other hand, the strengths of the image magnetic monopoles depend on ε and µ as well, but vanish for θ = 0 altogether. This is expected as there would be no TME effect in that case. As shown in Fig. 2 , the positions of these image electric charges are the same as those in the case of θ = 0, in spite of the appearance of the image magnetic monopoles, which are located at the same point as the image electric charges. This is a manifestation of the TME effect which had been reported in Ref. [9] . From this result it follows that the induced magnetic field has the correct dependence expected from a magnetic monopole, but this solution does not implies the existence of a real magnetic monopole. In fact, one can further check that the magnetic flux integrated over a closed surface that encloses the topological insulator vanishes, consistently with the equation ∇ · B = 0. The physical origin of the magnetic field is the induced surface current density
that is circulating around the origin. It worth mentioning that a similar effect can also occur in other systems with magnetoelectric effect such as multiferroic insulators [24] . However, the topological magnetoelectric effect with a quantized value of θ, and thus the image monopole effect are unique signatures of 3D topological insulators with time-reversal invariance [2] .
As a second example, we considered the case of an infinitely straight current-carrying wire near a planar topological insulator with parameters ε, µ and θ. Similar to the previous case, the electromagnetic field can also be interpreted in terms of suitable image electric and image magnetic current densities. Once again, the results are in good correspondence with the θ = 0 case. Namely, the strengths of the image electric current densities receive θ contributions additional to the usual ones due to ε and µ alone. The strengths of the image magnetic current densities depend on ε and µ but are proportional to θ, i.e., there is no TME effect for θ = 0. The positions of images electric and magnetic current densities are shown in Fig. 3 .
The appearance of a magnetic current in this solution seems to violate the static Faraday's law ∇ × E = 0, which remained unaltered in the case of the electromagnetic theory extended by the θ term. However, the electric field results from the induced surface charge density
The induced electric field has the correct dependence expected from a magnetic current, which is, however, just an artifact to interpret the fields. Indeed, one can directly check that the electric flux vanishes when integrated over a closed surface S that encloses the topological insulator, i.e., S D · dA = 0. This result is in agreement with the Gauss's law due to the absence of external charge densities. We also considered the problem of an infinitely straight uniformly charged wire near a planar 3D topological insulator, where similar interpretations can be made. In this case the electric fields is equivalent to that produced by the original linear charge density plus image lines. The densities of the images have a θ contribution additional to the usual one and the θ = 0 case reproduces the known result. On the other hand, a magnetic field is induced and interpreted as due to image magnetic current linear densities. Their strengths depend on ε and µ but are proportional to θ. The locations of all image densities are shown in Fig. 4 . It is worth pointing out that this solution does not violate the Maxwell law ∇ · B = 0, given that the magnetic field is induced by a surface current density
Such magnetic field can also be interpreted as the one generated by an infinitely uniformly image magnetic charged wire. The last application is the pointlike charge in vacuum at a distance b from a non-magnetic spherical TI of radius a. As in the previous cases the electromagnetic fields are calculated from the GF here obtained. Their closed expressions are given in terms of Legendre polynomials as expected, owing to the spherical geometry with axial symmetry. To facilitate the interpretation of the fields we focus on the cases where a/b 1, thus keeping only the dominant contributions in the polynomial expansions. We analyze the behavior of the fields E(r) and B(r) when |r| > b and |r| < a, respectively. In the first case, the electric field has the contributions from the charge and from the sphere, which is seen as an electric dipole. The dipole is the usual one of a dielectric sphere plus an additional term depending on ε and θ. Interestingly the TME effect produces a magnetic field which is as if the charge and the TI sphere induce a magnetic dipole whose magnitude also depends on ε and θ. Both dipoles are located at the origin and along the symmetry axis. When the field point is inside the sphere the electric field receives an additional contribution to the polarization, and the magnetic field behaves as that of a uniformly magnetized sphere, both arising from the θ-term.
Summarizing, in this work we have provided the general method to determine the electromagnetic fields produced by arbitrary configuration of sources in interaction with real 3D topological insulators for different geometries, as characterized by constant ε, µ and θ. Also we can adapt the results of Refs. [16] to the case of ponderable media, where the electromagnetic fields are sourced by fixed boundary conditions. The electromagnetic fields thus predicted can be used in experimental situations that probe the macroscopic response of topological insulators with the static electromagnetic field.
where g µ ll mm ,ν (r, r ) is the reduced GF analogous to g µ ν (z, z ) in the case of a planar TI. The operator (B2) commutes withL 2 in such a way that g µ ll mm ,ν (r, r ) = δ ll g µ lmm ,ν (r, r ).
(B6)
In the following, we focus on determining the various components of the GF matrix in Eq. (B1). The method we shall employ is similar to that used for solving the planar case, but the required mathematical techniques are more subtle because the dependence upon the angular momentum operator. Substituting Eq. (B5) into Eq. (B1), and using the properties of the spherical harmonics we find that the reduced GF satisfies the differential equation 
where we defined the radial operator
which can be written in the matrix form 
The notation here is as follows:
Now we proceed to integrate Eq. (B7). We observe that the corresponding equations for the reduced GF fall into two groups. The first is defined by σ = 0 and the rest by σ = i in Eq. ( l (r, r ) − a 2θ2 l(l + 1)g
l (a, a)g 
l (a, a)S
where the function S 
Integrating these equation we obtain g 0 lmm ,i (r, r ) = iaθg 
l (r, r ) − iaθg l (r, a)g
l (a, r ) − a 2θ2 l(l + 1)g
